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ABSTRACT
We cast the problem of source localization on graphs as the
simultaneous problem of sparse recovery and diffusion ker-
nel learning. An `1 regularization term enforces the sparsity
constraint while we recover the sources of diffusion from a
single snapshot of the diffusion process. The diffusion ker-
nel is estimated by assuming the process to be as generic
as the standard heat diffusion. We show with synthetic data
that we can concomitantly learn the diffusion kernel and the
sources, given an estimated initialization. We validate our
model with cholera mortality and atmospheric tracer diffusion
data, showing also that the accuracy of the solution depends
on the construction of the graph from the data points.
Index Terms— Source localization, graph, sparsity, opti-
mization
1. INTRODUCTION
Source localization vaguely refers to a wide class of problems
in which the spatial origins of some given diffused informa-
tion are important to identify. Finding the starting point of
an epidemic, the source of heat in a sensor network, or the
origin of a rumor in a social network are all examples that fit
into this category. We aim at introducing an abstract frame-
work for solving this class of problems without knowledge
of the number of sources, and with soft assumptions on the
information diffusion process. Our framework leverages the
structure of the signal to be recovered, namely its sparsity.
An important source of inspiration for our work is the
research of Cande`s and Fernandez-Granda on the super-
resolution of point sources [1], [2], [3]. They study the esti-
mation of sparse signals, with support in a subset of R, from
low-resolution observations. The measurement, y, is mod-
eled as a convolution of the original sparse signal, x, with a
low-pass point-spread function, and the recovery of x from y
is cast as a convex optimization problem, with a fidelity term
and a sparsity-inducing norm on x. Cande`s and Fernandez-
Granda show that, in the noiseless setting, x can be exactly
recovered from y by solving this optimization problem, as
long as the spikes in x obey a certain minimum separation
constraint [1]. This technique has also been studied in detail
by Duval and Peyre´ in [4].
Our attempt in this work is to cast a similar optimization
problem to solve source localization problems on graphs. We
do this by modeling the source signals as functions whose
domain consists on the nodes of the network. In this context,
the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian play a similar role as
the Fourier modes on the real line, and the diffusion of the
source signals can be modeled as the action of a linear oper-
ator which is a function of this graph Laplacian [5]. Unlike
Cande`s and Fernandez-Granda, however, we do not assume
in general that the diffusion process is known. Rather, we as-
sume it to be given by a parametrized function of the graph
Laplacian and attempt to learn this parameter at the same time
as the source locations. We note, however, that this simulta-
neous learning makes the overall optimization problem non-
convex and initialization-dependent.
Unlike our proposed technique, which relies on a global
approach of diffusion, most other works in the literature fo-
cus on local strategies, observing small fractions of nodes,
and leveraging information from the detection times at the
observed nodes. One such example is the work of Pinto et al.
[6], who propose a maximum likelihood estimator that is op-
timal for trees, and otherwise performs best on scale-free net-
works. Similarly, Feizi et al. [7] use maximum likelihood and
minimum error estimators to identify the sources, but they im-
prove on the complexity of the algorithm by modeling the dif-
fusion of information among pairs of nodes as depending only
on k-shortest-paths between them, which can be too strong
an assumption in some cases. More recently, Zhang et al.
[8] proposed a nonconvex regression learning model for es-
timating anomalous diffusion sources. They jointly learn the
number of sources, and the propagation time and paths by ob-
serving the values and detection times on a subset of network
nodes. We differ from Zhang et al. by casting a different opti-
mization problem, and by observing only a single snapshot of
the diffusion process. We should also finally mention NET-
SLEUTH, by Prakash et al. [9], that differs from the afore-
mentioned strategies by employing the Minimum Description
Length (MDL) principle to identify the set of source nodes.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A generic optimization framework, made possible by
using spectral graph theory tools;
• Simultaneous learning of sparse sources and diffusion
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kernel from a single snapshot of the process;
• Specification of an error measure for comparing the re-
covered sources to the ground truth; and
• A first analysis of how the graph construction can in-
fluence the accuracy of the source localization.
2. THEORY
We consider undirected, weighted graphs G = (V, E ,W ),
consisting of a set of nodes V , a set of edges E , and a weighted
adjacency matrix W . Each entry Wij of W represents the
weight of the edge between nodes i, j ∈ V , with Wij = 0 if
vertices i and j are not connected. Because G is undirected,
W is a symmetric matrix. The sparse signal representing the
sources of diffusion is a function x : V → R with support in
a subset of V .
Let D be a diagonal matrix with entries Dii =
∑
jWij ,
and call it the graph’s degree matrix. The normalized graph
Laplacian [10] is defined then as Ł = I − D−1/2WD−1/2.
By construction, the graph Laplacian is symmetric and pos-
itive semidefinite. Therefore, it admits an eigendecomposi-
tion, with non-negative eigenvalues, Ł = UΛUT , where each
column of U is one of Ł’s eigenvectors, i.e., the graph Fourier
modes, and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigen-
values corresponding to each of the eigenvectors in U . We
assume, without loss of generality, that the eigenvalues in Λ
are ordered, i.e., 0 = λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ ... ≤ λn = λmax ≤ 2,
inducing a respective ordering on the columns of U .
We can model the diffusion of the sparse signal x on the
graph as the left-multiplication of a function of the Laplacian.
The diffusion operator can also be defined on the spectral do-
main, as a function of the Laplacian eigenvalues. Throughout
this work, we will use the heat kernel
gθ(λ) = exp (−θλ) , θ > 0. (1)
to model information diffusion, but the extension to other
parametric diffusion kernels is straightforward. We obtain
the corresponding diffusion matrix by simply returning from
the spectral domain to the graph domain: Aθ = gθ(L) =
Ugθ(Λ)U
T .
We can finally state our optimization problem for source
localization on graphs as
min
x,θ
E(x, θ) = min
x,θ
{
γ ||x||1 +
α
2
||Aθx− b||22
}
, (2)
where b is the observed signal on the graph. We promote
sparsity on the sources through the `1 norm, while the other
term accounts for the fidelity with respect to the observations.
The parameters γ and α control the trade-off between those
two.
In problem (2) we have both x and θ as unknowns, so we
take an alternating approach to solving it. At iteration k, we
optimize first for x and then for θ: xk+1 = arg minx E(x, θk)θk+1 = arg min
θ
E(xk+1, θ)
, (3)
given some initial point (x0, θ0). We stop the process when
|E(xk+1, θk+1)− E(xk, θk)| < , for some fixed tolerance
 > 0, or if it has attained a given maximum number of itera-
tions.
The first step of (3) is solved by fast iterative shrinkage-
thresholding (FISTA) [11], while the second step is solved
with a smoothed version of Newton’s method (simply adding
a proximal term w.r.t. previous estimates θk). The algorithms
were implemented in MATLAB and are available in the first
author’s github repository 1
2.1. Error measure
We specify an error measure based on hop distances similar to
the one given in [8]. Let x : V → R be the reference signal,
with non-zero values (spikes) on the source nodes, and let
y : V → R be the test signal. Let also A ⊆ V , which we
call the active nodes set, contain the nodes with spikes in x.
For each i ∈ A, define a set Ni ⊆ V containing the nodes
in V which are closer to i than to any other element of A.
Call the set Ni the influence zone of node i. The distance
h(i, j) between two nodes i, j ∈ V is measured, in hops, as
the shortest path in G between i and j. The average hop error
between those signals can then be written as
e(x, y) =
∑
i∈A
∑
j∈Ni
|y(j)|h(i, j)∑
j∈Ni
|y(j)| . (4)
Each term inside the outermost sum in (4) can be seen as
the center of mass of y in the influence zone of an active node
i, when the origin of the coordinate system is set to node i.
This interpretation makes clear that (4) penalizes both non-
sparse test signals, and sparse, but misplaced (with respect
to the ground-truth sources) spike signals. As a special case,
when y ≡ 0 but x 6= 0, we set e(x, y) =∞.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Sensor Graph
Sensor graphs are constructed by first picking random points
on the plane and then connecting each one to its k-nearest
neighbors (k-NN). The weight of the edge between two
nodes, i and j, is given by exp(−d(i,j)
2
σ2 ), where d(i, j) is the
Euclidean distance between their respective coordinates, and
σ2 is a scaling factor.
We first analyze the accuracy of the solution to (2) with
respect to both spike distances, h, and diffusion times, θ. For
each pair (h, θ), and for each trial, we first pick at random two
spikes, h hops away from one another, on a 250-node sensor
graph. We then diffuse this spike signal using (1) with param-
eter θ to obtain observation b. We recover a sparse signal from
this observation by solving (2), and measure the error of this
solution with respect to the originally drawn spikes. Figure 1a
shows the average and standard deviations, over 32 trials, of
1https://github.com/rodrigo-pena/src-localization-graphs
the hop error (4) of the recovered solution for different pairs
(h, θ). We see that the hop distance between the sources of
diffusion does not seem to affect the accuracy of the solution,
while the diffusion time θ has a lot of influence on it.
(a) Average hop error as a function of
source distance and diffusion time θ.
(b) Average hop error as a function of
the SNR and the diffusion time θ.
Fig. 1: Experiments on the sensor graph.
In our next experiment, we analyze the influence of noise.
At each trial, we randomly draw two spikes 6 hops away from
one another and diffuse them as before. We then add normally
distributed noise to b, varying the levels of Signal-to-Noise-
Ratio (SNR). Figure 1b shows the average and standard de-
viations, over 32 trials, of the hop error of the solution for
different pairs (SNR, θ). The solver is robust to noise, given
that the error grows smoothly with the noise level. We also
confirm that a low diffusion time θ is important for accurately
localizing the sources of the diffusion. This intuitively makes
sense, as one can imagine it is hard to infer the past from ob-
servations in the distant future.
3.2. John Snow’s Cholera Data
In 1854, a major outbreak of cholera in the district of Soho,
in London, inspired a ground-breaking study by the father
of modern epidemiology, physician John Snow [12]. Being
skeptical of the then dominant miasma theory of diseases, he
hypothesized that cholera was transmitted by water, which
was reinforced by observing that the infected people’s res-
idences seemed to cluster around a water pump on Broad
Street.
Snow used a map of the region to illustrate how the cases
of cholera were distributed around the infected pump, data
which was recently converted into modern Geographic In-
formation System (GIS) format and made available in a blog
post by Robin Wilson [13]. In this map, there are 250 points
marked with deaths by cholera. Each of these points has an
associated death count, ranging from 1 to 15, resulting in a to-
tal of 489 deaths. There are also 8 special points in the map,
corresponding to the closest water pumps in the area during
that time. In Figure 2a, we can see where the infected pump
is located, and in Figure 2b, we plot the death counts as a heat
map. If we make no distinction between water pump nodes
and death nodes, can we automatically recover the position of
the infected pump?
We first construct a k-NN graph from the data points. The
distance between two points is computed as the length of the
(a) Non-zero signal identifying the in-
fected pump (ground-truth).
(b) Observed death count on each
node.
Fig. 2: John Snow’s GIS cholera death data. The red circles
indicate the water pumps.
shortest path between them on the roads of the map. This
seems more in tune with the context of the problem than sim-
ply computing the Euclidean length of the line segment be-
tween the points. The edge weights are given by an exponen-
tial kernel similar to the one used for the sensor graph. We
assume the number of deaths at each node is a signal that dif-
fuses on the graph according to a linear model. Our goal then
is to recover the sparse signal x (source of infection) that gen-
erated the observation b (death counts) after being diffused by
some Aθ computed from (1).
Modeling cholera transmission merely as a heat diffusion
is a heavy simplification, which makes it hard to obtain a sat-
isfying source localization when solving the full non-convex
problem (2). We have discovered, however, that if we choose
a good value for θ and fix it while solving (3), we manage to
reliably recover the location of the infected pump. Another
aspect that seemed to noticeably influence the accuracy of the
solution was the choice of k when building the k-NN graph.
In order to investigate that, we ran our solver for varying val-
ues of k and observed what was the average hop error of the
converging solution in each case. These results can be seen
on the blue curve on Figure 3.
Fig. 3: Snow GIS Graph. Average hop error as a function of
the number of neighbors of each node.
Even though we manage to satisfyingly identify the in-
fected pump in the above tests (assuming a proper k was cho-
sen), one could argue that simply choosing the node with the
maximum death count in Figure 2b as the source of infection
would guarantee a solution with a small hop error. We can
account for this particularity of the data by simply removing
this “outlier” from our observations b. We do this by either
multiplying the term inside the `2 norm in (2) by an observa-
tion mask which is zero at the index of the node signal to be
removed, or by substituting this outlier by the interpolation
of the signal values on the neighboring nodes. Both those
strategies have similar results, so we will not bother compar-
ing them here. The orange curve on Figure 3 shows the re-
sults of the same experiment relative to the blue curve, but
this time using the outlier-removed observation. As we can
see, the solution is robust to this removal, although one might
notice that we need a denser graph to attain similar accuracy
levels as before.
3.3. European Tracer Experiment (ETEX) Data
In the years that followed the Chernobyl accident, the Euro-
pean Community became very interested in monitoring and
modeling the atmospheric transport of chemicals, in partic-
ular of radionuclides. One of the studies that were devised
in this context was the European Tracer Experiment (ETEX)
[14], which took place in 1994. It consisted of two differ-
ent runs of the same protocol: release, from near Rennes,
FR, easily identifiable tracers (perfluorocarbons) on the at-
mosphere, and sample their concentration, over a period of
72 consecutive hours, at 168 ground-level stations in West-
ern and Eastern Europe. Figure 4 shows a network of these
ground stations, overlaid on a map of Europe. The network
is assembled as a k-NN graph, but this time the distance be-
tween points is simply computed as the Euclidean distance
between their coordinates on the globe.
(a) Non-zero signal identifying the
tracer release site (ground-truth).
(b) Observed cumulative tracer con-
centration on each node.
Fig. 4: ETEX tracer concentration data.
We model the observations b as the cumulative tracer con-
centration on each of the nodes. Some stations had invalid
samples, or samples that couldn’t be quantified. To account
for that, we set the concentration values on these nodes as an
interpolation of the values on their neighbors. As before, we
assume the diffusion is performed by a heat kernel, and fix a
given θ while solving (2) only for x. The goal is to recover a
sparse signal x which is non-zero only at the Rennes station.
We were also interested here in observing how the graph con-
struction affects the accuracy of the solution. The blue curve
on Figure 5 shows the average hop error of the output of our
solver for varying graph densities.
Fig. 5: ETEX Graph. Average hop error as a function of the
number of neighbors of each node.
The ETEX data also suffers from a similar bias as Snow’s
data: simply picking the node with the maximum tracer con-
centration gives us the true source. Once again, we masked or
interpolated this value, and ran our solver for different values
of k in the graph construction. This is illustrated by the or-
ange curve on Figure 5, and we see that the results are robust
to this information removal.
4. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a framework for solving source localiza-
tion problems on graphs that is robust to noise and to source
distance, but can be very sensitive to the diffusion time of
the heat kernel. This sensitivity can perhaps be attenuated if
we allow observations at different time steps throughout the
diffusion process. In a future work, perhaps more complex
diffusion models could be tested when dealing with real data,
in an attempt to get a better behavior from the non-convex
problem. For instance, Bertuzzo et al. [15] develop a fairly
detailed dynamic model of cholera epidemics on networks.
As a final note, we have also seen that the results depend on
the construction of the graph from the given data. Graph con-
struction from data points is still an open problem, but there
are some interesting works on the area, e.g., [16], [17], [18].
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